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AI said on Monday that Hungarian police “must rein in unnecessary and excessive force, including the use of tear gas, 

against peaceful protesters”. AI’s Deputy Director for Europe Massimo Moratti said the police’s use of “unnecessary and 

excessive force against peaceful protesters” must not be repeated again. He called on the police to use force “only when 

strictly necessary and only when all other means to contain the violence have failed”.

The ministry’s statement said Moratti “must be responding to events that took place in a city other than Budapest where 

police deployed stun, water and tear gas grenades, water cannons and horse-mounted units” on protesters. Despite 

the fact that protesters “caused injuries to 15 police officers and two million forints of damage to police equipment”, the 

authorities did not use excessive force on demonstrators, the ministry said. It said protesters who chant “Let the Christmas 

tree burn!” and “Let the police burn!” and attempted to break through the police cordon and pushed others onto the police 

line could not be considered peaceful.

The interior ministry has rejected Amnesty International’s accusations that Hungarian 
police have used excessive force against anti-government protesters in recent days, 
saying that police remained calm at the demonstrations.

MINISTRY: NO POLICE OVERREACH AT PROTESTS
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ORbÁN EXPECTS 
‘HuNgARIAN STRATEgY’ 
TO bE CONFIRMED AT Eu-
AFRICA FORuM

Chances are good for “the Hungarian 

strategy” to be confirmed at the 

EU-Africa Forum in Vienna, Prime 

Minister Viktor Orbán said ahead of 

the meeting. “Our position is that 

help must be taken to Africa rather 

than problems being brought to 

Europe, especially not to Hungary,” 

he said. “We would like to confirm 

this strategic principle, and we have a 

good chance of doing so,” he added. 

Commenting on the United Nations 

Global Migration Compact, he said 

the majority of UN members are 

migrant countries of origin so it is 

natural that the majority in the UN 

supports migration. “We belong to 

the other side of the coin ... and we 

don’t want migration in Hungary,” he 

said. “We won’t sign any contract that 

recognises, encourages or finances 

migration at an international level.” 

“We will uphold our anti-migration 

policy,” Orbán said.

NATIONAL SECuRITY 
COMMITTEE MEETINg 
LACKS QuORuM

A national security committee meeting 

with recent events at public media 

MTVA headquarters on its agenda 

lacked quorum because ruling 

party representatives stayed away 

from it. The extraordinary meeting 

was originally initiated by deputy 

committee head János Halász and 

György Hubay, both of ruling Fidesz, 

to discuss an immunity request, 

committee head Ádám Mirkóczki, 

of conservative opposition Jobbik, 

said. However, in a letter sent on 

Tuesday morning, the interior minister 

requested that the subject be removed 

from the agenda. Mirkóczki said that 

he and Socialist representative Zsolt 

Molnár then initiated a debate on 

current “national security issues” but 

eventually neither the ruling party 

representatives nor those invited 

showed up.

Fidesz told MTI that their 

representatives had stayed away 

because the interior minister had 

withdrawn the topic that would have 

served as the reason for the meeting, 

and the other item on the agenda 

submitted later “only involved the 

opposition trying to create a political 

scandal.”

Mirkóczki insisted that it would 

have been in the ruling parties’ 

interest to show up for the 

meeting to discuss the events of 

the past several days and how far 

the authority of MPs and armed 

security guards extends. He said 

the meeting would have also 

served to determine which side had 

erred during the protests in front 

of MTVA’s headquarters. Mirkóczki 

told reporters after the meeting that 

when he and LMP lawmakers visited 

the national police headquarters on 

Monday, they were promised that the 

police chief would attend today’s 

committee meeting and answer 

questions in connection with the 

recent demonstrations.

The Socialist Party’s Zsolt Molnár 

said Fidesz and the co-ruling Christian 

Democrats were avoiding discussing 

any issues that are “uncomfortable” 

for them. Péter Ungár of opposition 

LMP said that “the fact that the ruling 

parties’ MPs have fled” meant that they 

were “incapable of backing up even 

their own statements”.

Ágnes Vadai of the leftist 

opposition Democratic Coalition, 

who is not a member of the 

committee but has security 

clearance to attend its meetings, 

told reporters that it was “worrying” 

that the interior minister had yet 

to address the recent events on 

Kossuth Square and in front of and 

inside the MTVA headquarters. 

She vowed to try to convene a 

meeting of the defence and law 

enforcement committee to discuss 

the demonstrations. Vadai was asked 

by a correspondent of current affairs 

channel M1 after the meeting why 

the opposition lawmakers who 

entered the MTVA headquarters 

had claimed that they would not 

try to force their way into the 

studios when they later did so on 

multiple occasions. Vadai replied 

by asking whether she or any other 

MP had entered the studios. Molnár 

said the door to the studio was 

unbreachable. Vadai told M1 that 

she did not think the lawmakers had 

acted beyond their rights attached 

to their parliamentary mandate.
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SZÁZADVÉg: MAJORITY 
OF HuNgARIANS REJECT 
VIOLENCE

A large majority of Hungarians support 

law and order and reject violent 

street protests that question the 

government’s legitimacy, the latest 

survey of Századvég Foundation said. 

Over the past few days, several protests 

led by opposition politicians “led to 

violence and aggression” in Budapest. 

The demonstrators attacked police and 

tried to break into public buildings, 

damaging and burning property on 

the way, it said.

The survey showed that 88% of the 

respondents had heard about the 

demonstrations. Eighty-five percent 

of the sample said that aggression 

against police, vandalism and lighting 

fires are unacceptable. Twelve percent 

said the contrary and 3% declined to 

disclose their opinion.

Fully 80% of the sample objected 

that opposition politicians 

“encouraged supporters to commit 

violence” which 15% called this 

attitude acceptable. Some 59% of 

those asked said that protesters and 

their organisers had lost control over 

the events and became excessively 

violent, while 36% said this was 

untrue. Fully 73% of the respondents 

said that violent demonstrations are 

an unacceptable method for toppling 

the government while 25% considered 

it acceptable.

Századvég conducted its survey 

between Sunday and Tuesday by 

phone, on a randomly selected sample 

of 1000 adults.

KOVÁCS: HuNgARIAN 
PARLIAMENT LED  
bY HuNgARIAN PEOPLE

The Hungarian Parliament is led by 

the Hungarian people, Zoltán Kovács, 

state secretary for international 

communications, said in a Monday 

evening interview to CNN. Kovács 

noted the Fidesz government had won 

two-thirds of the seats in parliament in 

a free and open election decided by 

the Hungarian people. Responding to 

questions about opposition protests in 

recent days, Kovács said the opposition 

does not represent the majority of 

Hungarians. Scenes of demonstrations 

in news reports over recent days are 

evidence of political action taken 

against the government. Selected 

footage of alleged police violence 

was in fact a reaction to violent crowd 

behaviour, he said.

Kovács said it was surprising that 

the international media had not 

reported about the country’s strong 

economic and wage growth and low 

unemployment instead.

Regarding the law allowing 

voluntary overtime, he said claims 

made by the opposition were 

unfounded, and any overtime 

would depend on the employer and 

employee coming to an agreement. 

Asked about the new law on setting up 

an administrative court system, Kovács 

said the legislation was “in line with EU 

approaches and standards”.

Kovács said criticism of the 

government was being directed by 

NGOs backed by US billionaire George 

Soros. He added that Soros believed he 

had a right to interfere in the affairs of 

a democratically elected parliament.

SZIJJÁRTÓ: NISSAN 
EXPANDINg buSINESS 
SERVICE CENTRE  
IN buDAPEST

Japanese car manufacturer Nissan 

is expanding its single European 

business and financial service centre 

in Budapest, Péter Szijjártó, the 

foreign affairs and trade minister, said. 

“Hungary has won the investment, 

against major regional competition, 

by one of the world’s most innovative 

automotive companies,” the minister 

said. Szijjártó said Nissan would be 

in Budapest for the long haul and 

headcount at the Budapest centre 

would soon top 70. Accounting and 

billing activities of Nissan European 

factories and its high value-added 

functions will be seen to in Budapest, 

he added.

NbH POLICY MAKERS KEEP 
bASE RATE ON HOLD

The National Bank of Hungary’s 

Monetary Council decided to keep the 

central bank’s key rate on hold at 0.90% 

at a monthly policy meeting. The 

council has left the base rate on hold 

since signalling an end to an easing 

cycle at a policy meeting in the spring 

of 2016. However, the rate-setters 
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have made use of “unconventional, 

targeted” instruments to ease 

monetary policy further. The council 

also left the O/N central bank 

deposit rate at -0.15% and the O/N 

collateralised loan rate at 0.90%. The 

two rates demarcate the central bank’s 

interest rate corridor.

In a statement released after 

the meeting, the council said it is 

“prepared for the gradual and cautious 

normalisation of monetary policy, 

which will begin with the modification 

of unconventional instruments”, 

suggesting those unconventional 

instruments would be adjusted 

before any change to the base rate 

is made. However, notably absent 

from the statement was any remark 

on maintaining the current level of 

the base rate, as in the statements 

released after policy meetings in 

previous months. The council said 

core inflation excluding indirect tax 

effects is likely to continue to rise in 

the coming quarters which will be 

assessed in terms of the sustainable 

achievement of the inflation target.

“The Monetary Council closely 

monitors incoming macroeconomic 

data and will decide to adjust 

monetary conditions depending 

on their outcome,” the statement 

added. The council reiterated plans, 

announced already in September, to 

cease mortgage bond purchases and 

phase out monetary policy interest 

rate swaps (MIRS) by the end of 2018, 

relying on an “optimal combination” 

of forint swaps and the interest rate 

corridor to adjust monetary conditions. 

The council also repeated that it 

would launch a 1,000 billion forint 

programme in January 2019, dubbed 

Funding for Growth Scheme Fix, to 

raise the proportion of long-term, 

fixed-rate lending to SMEs.

The council decided to leave the 

average amount of liquidity to be 

crowded out in the first quarter of 2019 

unchanged “at least at 400 billion-600 

billion forints”. The council will next 

decide on the amount to be crowded 

out in March 2019.

NbH FORECASTS FASTER 
ECONOMIC gROWTH  
FOR 2018

The National Bank of Hungary said 

in a preliminary release of the main 

forecasts from its quarterly Inflation 

Report due on Thursday that economic 

growth could reach 4.7% in 2018, 

higher than the 4.4% growth it forecast 

earlier. The NBH is projecting 2.8% 

inflation for this year, unchanged from 

the September edition of its Inflation 

Report. The central bank is also sticking 

to its forecast for next year’s economic 

growth, projecting a rate of 3.5% but 

it lowered its expected inflation rate 

by 0.2 percentage points to 2.9%. For 

2020 the NBH expects 3% inflation and 

3% GDP growth, both in line with its 

previous forecast.

In a first set of projections NBH also 

said that inflation and GDP could both 

grow by 3% in 2021. Revisions of older 

data meanwhile raised the GDP growth 

figure for 2017 by 0.1 percentage point 

to 4.1%.

A fan chart published on Tuesday 

indicates that NBH expects CPI to be 

above the 3% mid-term target early 

2019 but to fall below the target after 

Q1 as inflation trends continue to be 

volatile. CPI is again seen nearing the 

3% target by early 2020.

The NBH puts the inflation target 

in a +/-1% tolerance band. The official 

government forecasts for GDP growth 

are 4.3% for 2018 and 4.1% for 2019.

SZÁZADVÉg RAISES 
HuNgARY gDP gROWTH 
FORECASTS

Economic research institute Századvég 

raised its projections for GDP growth 

in Hungary to 4.2% for this year and 

3.4% for 2019 in a fresh forecast. The 

projections for 2018 and 2019 were 

raised from 4.1% and 3.2%, respectively, 

in a forecast released by the think-tank 

in March. Századvég said the growth 

rate for this year would be lifted by 

consumption and investments.

Consumption is seen rising by 

5.1% in 2018 and by 4% in 2019 on 

the back of rising real wages as 

opposed to rising household debt 

as in the pre-crisis period. Hungary’s 

employment rate has caught up with 

the European Union average, but could 

be further lifted by rising consumption, 

Századvég said.

Investments are projected to 

rise by 12% this year and by 3.4% 

in 2019 thanks to both private and 

government investments, with the 

latter being financed in part by 

EU funds. The think-tank added, 
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however, that due to a high base and 

the expected peaking of EU funding, 

investment growth was likely to slow 

in 2019.

Exports are projected to rise by 

5.6% in 2018 and 5.1% in 2019. But 

since imports are seen rising to 6.2% 

this year, net exports are unlikely to 

contribute to the country’s economic 

growth in 2018. In 2019, on the other 

hand, imports are seen rising to 4.3%, 

with the trade balance expected to 

boost growth that year.

Inflation is set to rise to 2.6% 

next year and 3.1% in 2019 due to a 

weakening forint and rising oil prices. 

If the forint continues to weaken, 

inflation could stay above 3%, the 

institute added.

Századvég expects the central bank 

to stick to its loose monetary policy 

until the end of 2019, adding, at the 

same time, that the chances of the 

bank tightening its policy would go 

up if the forint continues to weaken 

to the extent that it affects inflation.

The think-tank forecast the budget 

deficit at 2.0% of GDP for this year and 

1.6% in 2019. The government’s deficit 

target is 2.4% of GDP for 2018 and 1.8% 

for next year. It targets economic 

growth of 4.3% this year and 4.1% 

next year.

RETAIL SALES uP 6.4%  
IN OCT

Retail sales in Hungary grew by an 

annual 6.4% in October, the Central 

Statistical Office (KSH) said in a second 

reading of data. KSH lowered the rate 

from 6.6% in a preliminary reading 

published on Dec. 5. The fresh data 

show retail sales adjusted for calendar 

year effects rose by an annual 5.5% in 

October. Adjusted food sales increased 

by 4%, non-food sales by 7.9% and 

vehicle fuel sales by 4.4%.

FLYDubAI TO LAuNCH 
buDAPEST-DubAI FLIgHT

Low-fare airline flydubai will launch 

a direct Budapest-Dubai f light 

in June 2019, Budapest Airport, 

the operator of Liszt Ferenc 

International Airport told MTI. The 

daily f light will operate with Boing 

737 MAX 8 jets with 166 passenger 

seats. Currently Emirates operates 

daily f lights between Budapest 

and Dubai and Hungarian low-fare 

airline Wizz Air launches jets three 

times a week.

SANITATION AuTHORITY 
WARNS OF HIgH AIR 
POLLuTION IN CITIES

The concentration of microparticles 

in the air has reached unhealthy 

levels in Miskolc and Salgótarján in 

the north, and Szombathely in the 

west, the national public sanitation 

authority said. According to the report, 

air pollution is also bad in Budapest, 

Dunaújváros, Hernádszurdok, 

Kecskemét, Putnok, Sajószentpéter, 

Százhalombatta, Székesfehérvár, 

Szolnok, Tököl and Vác. The authority 

warned people in “sensitive groups” 

such as the elderly, children, as well 

as people with cardiac or respiratory 

ailments should not to stay outside 

longer than necessary. The authority 

has also called on residents not burn 

banned pollutants in their stoves.


